**OPTUS ONE80 PROJECT**

The Optus One80 project is a joint partnership with MTV Australia, inviting anyone with a great idea for an hour long TV drama to submit a 180 second pilot. Entrants...
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**11Eleven Project Animation**

What are you planning to do on the 11th November, 2011? The 11eleven project is sourcing creative content from all corners of the globe - video, photographs, music audio - any creative material that it's possible to upload to the Internet. Material submitted to the site will be used to create a feature documentary, a photographic book and a music compilation. For more information about how to participate click...
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**Videos**

- **Gangster Chic Trailer**
  Added by Josef Christian Wellgryn
  0 Comments 0 Likes

- **New Beginnings | Short Film**
  Added by Joei Betts
  0 Comments 0 Likes

- **BAD DOG**
  Added by Jason Woelfl
  0 Comments 2 Likes

- **Dark Ice**
  Added by Ben TW Yap
  1 Comments 0 Likes

- **KOFFIA Official Trailer**
  Added by Kieran Tully
  0 Comments 0 Likes

- **The Graduate**
  Added by Nicholas Lever
  1 Comments 0 Likes
How would you describe the site to someone who is new to it?

How does the site connect to your study and general life?
Questions: retrospective

When you started using the site, what did you think it would be useful for? What was unclear?

What was an obstacle to doing what you wanted? What helped?

Tell me about your experiences..
Barriers
Mission
Effort
Closed
Affordances
Connect
Discuss
Share
Community
'Don't interfere in starting the conversation, but... make the offer more clear'
(Student)